Smith Micro Software, Inc.’s (“SMSI”) trademarks signify SMSI’s quality products and services, and they are valuable assets of SMSI. The following is a list of SMSI’s trademarks and registered trademarks in the United States and/or certain other countries. Please note, however, that this listing is not all-inclusive and the absence of any mark from this list does not mean that it is not a SMSI trademark.

AQUAZONE®
CHECKIT®
COMMSUITE®
COMMSUITE VOICE™
COMMSUITE CLOUD™
COMMSUITE ANYWHERE™
DIGITAL FAMILY LIFESTYLE™
FORWARD THINKING, DELIVERED TODAY™
LOCATION LABS®
NETWISE®
QUICKLINK®
QUICKLINK MOBILE®

SAFEPATH®
SAFEPATH FAMILY™
SAFEPATH IOT™
SAFEPATH HOME™
SMITH MICRO®
SMITH MICRO® (Stylized)
SMITHMICRO SOFTWARE®
SMITHMICRO SOFTWARE® (Stylized)
STUFFIT®
STUFFIT DELUXE®
VIEWSPOT®

Third Party Trademarks

Any third party trademarks referenced are the property of their respective owners. The use of the word “partner” does not imply a partnership relationship between SMSI and any other company.